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Fine structure and spin dynamics of excitons in the GaAsÕAl xGa1ÀxAs superlattices
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Picosecond kinetics of polarized resonant photoluminescence~PL! of HH excitons in the GaAs/AlGaAs
superlattices is studied in an external magnetic field. The measurements were made in real time using a streak
camera. For the magnetic field aligned along the heterostructure growth direction, the resonant PL exhibits
oscillations in the degree of linear polarization. The oscillations are ascribed to quantum beats between sub-
levels of the optically active excitonic doublet split by the magnetic field. For the magnetic field aligned along
the plane of the layers, the resonant PL is found to exhibit oscillations in circular polarization. These oscilla-
tions are related to beats between states of the optically active and optically inactive excitonic doublets.
Experimental dependence of the oscillation frequency on the magnetic field strength and orientation has
allowed us to determine the hole and electrong factors and the electron-hole exchange energy. Dynamics of the
degree of circular polarization of the PL in magnetic field is used to measure the energy relaxation rate of the
exciton spin states. In the magnetic field exceeding 1 T, the energy relaxation rate is shown to be magnetic-field
independent and equal (160.2)31010 s21. This value is found to be much smaller than the spin phase
relaxation rate determined from decay of the quantum beats in linear polarization. Unlike the energy relaxation
rate, the latter grows linearly with the field strength and equals (560.5)31010 s21 at 5 T. It is concluded that
the main mechanism responsible for loss of macroscopic spin coherence is the reversible dephasing within
inhomogeneously broadened system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.035317 PACS number~s!: 78.47.1p, 67.57.Lm, 71.35.2y, 71.70.Ej
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin states of free carriers in the high-quality GaAs-ba
heterostructures reveal high stability—the spin relaxat
times of electrons and holes can reach hundreds of pico
onds or even units of nanoseconds.1,2 The spin relaxation
times of the electron-hole pairs coupled by Coulomb int
action~excitons! appear to be much shorter. Polarization e
periments performed using ultrafast matrix scanning sys
~streak camera!3 and two-pulse methods~four-wave mixing,4

up-conversion of excitonic luminescence,5,6 and photoin-
duced birefringence7! yielded similar results. According to
these results, the exciton spin relaxation time in favora
conditions~low temperature and low excitation power de
sity! may lie in the range of several tens of picoseconds.
the same time, the question about what particular proc
controls the relaxation times measured in such experim
remains open. As the main processes of the relaxation
spin sublevels are considered either independent flips of
electron or hole spins,4 or appropriated flip of the exciton
spin as a whole.6,7 Dynamics of polarization characteristic
of the exciton emission is affected not only by the ene
~population! relaxation but also by dephasing leading to d
struction of coherence of the exciton spin states.8 The pre-
0163-1829/2001/65~3!/035317~10!/$20.00 65 0353
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dominant process of the exciton spin relaxation in quasi-t
dimensional~2D! epitaxial heterostructures is not establish
so far.

In the papers cited above, the measurements were m
either in the absence of external fields,3–6 when splitting of
the fine-structure sublevels has a random nature, or with
use of only one type of the light polarization~either circular9

or linear7!. At the same time, to reliably distinguish betwee
the phase and energy relaxation processes, one has to re
a situation when polarization characteristics of each suble
of the fine structure appear to be fairly definite. In this ca
by choosing a proper polarization of the excitation, one c
either populate pure states and follow the population rel
ation or excite a coherent superposition of several suble
and measure the rate of dephasing leading to the coher
decay. This is the approach we used in this paper.

We studied picosecond dynamics of the linear and circu
polarized resonant photoluminescence of HH excitons i
GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice. To produce a controllable sp
ting of the exciton fine-structure sublevels, we used an ex
nal magnetic field aligned differently with respect to the h
erostructure growth axis. We have detected oscillations of
PL intensity, which are related to quantum beats between
split sublevels. By measuring the oscillation period, we ha
©2001 The American Physical Society17-1
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determined the relevant splittings and studied their dep
dence on strength and direction of the magnetic field. Ba
on the analysis of the experimental data thus obtained
have reconstructed the whole picture of Zeeman splitting
the excitonic states and have determined polarization cha
teristics of each Zeeman sublevel. This has allowed us
examine separately the processes of phase and energy
ation of the exciton spin states in the structure under stu
As a result, we have found the rates of each of the relaxa
processes and have studied dependence of these rates
strength and orientation of the external magnetic field.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Technical details

The studied heterostructure was grown by the molec
beam epitaxy~MBE! technique with no growth interruption
on the interfaces. The structure comprised 50 periods
superlattice with the GaAs and Ga0.56Al0.44As layers 30 and
38 Å thick, respectively. The photoluminescence~PL! and
photoluminescence excitation~PLE! spectra of the sample
measured at 4.2 K both under cw and pulsed excitations
presented in Fig. 1. The excitonic PL linewidth is 6 me
while the Stokes shift between the absorption and PL pe
is about 5 meV. These quantities well correspond to stand
parameters of heterostructures with these dimensio
characteristics.10,11

The photoluminescence was excited by a tunable Ti:s
phire laser with the pulsewidth 3–5 ps and was detec
using a Synchroscan streak camera with the time resolu
2–5 ps. The measurements were made under condit
when the PL kinetics did not depend on power density of
exciting light. The peak concentration of excitons in t
sample did not exceed 109 cm22. Most experiments have
been made at a sample temperature of 5 K.

The external magnetic field of 0–5 T was produced b
split superconducting magnet, which allowed us to ma

FIG. 1. PL and PLE spectra of the heterostructure under st
Solid lines are the results of cw experiments. Open circles
squares represent the data obtained by integrating the PL kinet
selected spectral points. Inset: Integrated PL spectrum under pu
resonant excitation~squares!. Dashed line is a guide to the eye.
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measurements both in the Faraday and Voigt configuratio
In all experiments, the magnetic field vector and exciti
laser beam were arranged in the horizontal plane. The a
a between the magnetic field direction and the growth a
of the structure was varied by rotating the sample around
vertical axis. The PL of the sample was collected in
relatively small solid angle ('20°) in the back scattering
geometry.

When detecting the resonant PL, special measures w
taken to minimize the scattered laser light hitting the pho
detector. For the measurements, we have chosen a sa
with the highest PL brightness. The superlattice containe
large number of periods, which resulted in strong absorpt
of the excited light. The sample had a high-quality mirr
surface which made it possible to essentially reduce the s
tered light intensity. The reflected laser beam was shiel
by an opaque mask in the plane of the aperture diaphra
As a result, the PL signal could be reliably detected on
background of the exciting laser pulse even under stric
resonant conditions and could be unambiguously selecte
an appropriate mathematical processing. The PL spect
reconstructed from the kinetic data is shown in the inset
Fig. 1. One can see a pronounced peak of the resonant P
the background of the inhomogeneously broadened band
cited due to spectral diffusion.

B. Kinetics of the polarized PL in zero magnetic field

The PL kinetics in the linear and circular polarizations
shown in Fig. 2. As seen from Fig. 2~a!, the copolarized
resonant PL builds up during the pump pulse whereas the
pulses in cross polarizations show sloping front edges.
pulses of the Stokes-shifted PL reveal a slower rise time b
in linear and circular polarizations@see Fig. 2~b!#, which is
related to spectral diffusion of excitations over the inhom
geneously broadened exciton line. Note that the differe
between the rise times of the PL pulses in the copolariza
and cross-polarization persists, i.e., the spectral diffusion
tually does not affect the PL polarization.

Dynamics of the degree of circular polarization of the P
rs , detected both at resonance with the excitation and
some Stokes shift is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The deg
of polarization was defined in the conventional way:r
5(I 12I 2)/(I 11I 2), whereI 1 andI 2 are, respectively, copo
larized and cross-polarized PL intensities. As seen,rs mo-
notonously decays in time. Values of the decay time,t0, are
found to be approximately the same both for circular a
linear polarizations and close to the data of other auth
obtained on similar structures.7,10,9The interesting fact is tha
the decay time of polarization degree measured at the St
shift is larger than that measured at resonance conditions~see
inset in Fig. 2!. This means that the spectral diffusion resu
in decreasing depolarization rate. The nature of this unus
behavior will be discussed elsewhere. A detailed analy
of the decay of the polarization degree will be presented
Sec. III C.

So the sample under study, in terms of its spectral, po
ization, and dynamic characteristics, is fairly typical a
conclusions that can be made based on a more deta
analysis of its polarization dynamics are sufficiently gene
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FINE STRUCTURE AND SPIN DYNAMICS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 035317
C. The PL kinetics in a magnetic field

In the measurements made in an external magnetic fi
the PL was detected at the wavelength detuned from tha
excitation by 2 meV toward lower energies. Such a detun
made it possible to completely get rid of the scattered la
light. At the same time, as mentioned above, this detun
did not cause any noticeable PL depolarization.

The PL kinetics in the longitudinal magnetic field, paral
to the growth axisz ~Faraday geometry!, is shown in Fig.
3~a!. As is seen, the circularly polarized PL pulses ret
smooth shape while the PL intensity in linear polarizatio
shows pronounced oscillations. Phases of the oscillations
the colinear and cross-linear polarizations of the PL are
posite. Figure 3~b! demonstrates dynamics of the PL pola
ization degree. One can see that the degree of circular p
izationrs gradually decays in time while the degree of line
polarizationr l oscillates symmetrically with respect to th
abscissa axis. The oscillations can be well approximated
the function

r~ t !5r~0! exp~2t/t!3cos~vt !. ~1!

This approximation allowed us to determine the frequen
and decay time of the oscillations (v andt, respectively!. It

FIG. 2. The PL kinetics in different polarizations detected
resonance with the exciting light~a! and at a Stokes shift of 2 meV
~b!. Excitation energy is 1662 meV. The colinearly and cro
linearly polarized signals are denoted by symbolsi and'; the
co-circularly and cross-circularly polarized signals are denoted
s1s1 and s1s2, respectively. Inset: kinetics of the degree
circular polarization of the PL detected at strict resonance with
exciting light (DE50) and with the Stokes shiftDE52 meV. The
noisy curves are the experimental results, the dashed curves
theoretical fit by Gaussian functionr(t)5r(0) exp@2(t/t0)

2#. Val-
ues of the decay timet0 are 41 ps and 53 ps for the curves measu
at Stokes shift 0 and 2 meV, respectively.
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has been shown experimentally that the frequency of the
cillations in linear polarizationv l grows linearly with the
magnetic field strength.

Unlike the longitudinal magnetic field, the transver
magnetic field directed perpendicular to thez axis ~Voigt
geometry! causes pronounced PL intensity oscillations in t
circular right and left copolarizations (s1s1 or s2s2). An
example of the oscillating kinetics is shown in Fig. 4~a!
~curve 1!. The oscillating part of the PL normalized to th
envelope amplitudeI beatscan be well approximated by func
tion ~1! as shown in Fig. 4~b!. In the cross polarizations
(s1s2 or s2s1), no oscillations are observed@see curve 2
in Fig. 4~a!#. A decrease in the transverse magnetic field
accompanied by abrupt~approximately quadratic! drop of
the oscillation amplitude~see inset in Fig. 4!. Under linearly
polarized excitation, the oscillations in the transverse m
netic field are virtually absent.

Dynamics of the polarized PL in magnetic fields tilted
an anglea to the growth axis is characterized by the follow
ing features. Oscillations in the degree of linear polarizat
persist, but their frequency decreases with the anglea ~see
Fig. 5!. Analysis of the data has shown that the main ch
acteristics of the oscillations~frequency and decay constan!
obtained in the tilted magnetic fieldB totally coincide with
those in the longitudinal fieldBz5B cosa. It follows here-
from that dynamics of the degree of linear polarization
controlled exclusively by longitudinal component of th
magnetic field.

t

-

y

e

e a

d

FIG. 3. ~a! PL kinetics in a magnetic fieldB55 T which is
parallel to the growth axisz ~Faraday geometry!. PL polarizations
are shown by symbols close each curve. A scheme shows op
transitions from Zeeman components of the bright excitonic st
~b! Dynamics of the degree of circular polarizationrs and linear
polarizationr l of the PL. Thick gray lines show theoretical fit of th
curve r l by function ~1! with the parameterst l518 ps,v l

50.52 ps21, and of the curvers by the exponential functiony
5y0 exp(2t/t0) with t0585 ps. Dashed curves show decay of t
oscillations inr l fitted by functionsy56y0exp(2t/tl).
7-3
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I. YA. GERLOVIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 035317
The circularly polarized PL pulses retain smooth sha
upon deviation of the magnetic field from the longitudin
direction up to the anglea'30°. At higher anglesa, how-
ever, the circularly polarized PL starts to show oscillatio
similar to those observed in the transverse field. The osc
tion amplitude strongly increases with increasinga, i.e., with
increasing transverse component of the magnetic field.
important that the oscillation frequencies in thes1s1 and
s2s2 polarizations are essentially different. The frequen
difference decreases with increasinga as shown in Fig. 6
and, in the exactly transverse field, the oscillation frequ
cies in thes1s1 and s2s2 polarizations appear to b
equal.

D. Relaxation characteristics of the polarized PL

The exciton spin dynamics is revealed experimentally
three independent types of relaxation processes. The
process is relaxation of the degree of circular polarization
the PLrs . Dynamics ofrs in the absence of magnetic fiel
is shown in the inset of Fig. 2~a!. We found that the time
dependence ofrs can be better approximated by the Gau

FIG. 4. ~a! PL kinetics in s1s1 and s1s2 polarizations in
transverse magnetic fieldB55 T ~Voigt geometry!. Dashed curve
shows the nonoscillating part of the signal~envelope function!
approximated by y5y0@exp(2t/tPL)2exp(2t/tr)# with tPL

544 ps,t r528 ps. A scheme shows transitions from the ‘‘brigh
and ‘‘dark’’ excitonic states in the transverse magnetic field wh
are responsible for the observed oscillations~see further details in
Sec. III B 3!. ~b! Upper curves show the degree of circular polariz
tion rs ~noisy curve! and it’s fit by exponentional functiony
5y0 exp(2t/t0) with t05125 ps~thick gray curve!. Lower curves
show the oscillating part of the PL kinetics~noisy curve! and the fit
by Eq. ~1! ~thick gray curve! with parametersts544 ps,vs

50.14 ps21. Dashed curves show decay of the oscillations fit
by functionsy56y0 exp(2t/ts). Inset: dependence of the QB am
plitude on transverse component of the magnetic field. Solid lin
the fit of experimental data~triangles! by functiony5ax2.
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ian r(t)5r(0)exp@2(t/t0)
2# rather than by an exponentia

function. The decay timet0 is close to 40 ps for strictly
resonant PL and increases with increasing detuning from
resonance.

In the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field, the dec
of rs is modified and becomes to be purely exponential
high magnetic fields@see Fig. 3~b!#. The decay timet0
strongly depends on the magnetic field strengthB. An in-
crease ofB from 0 to 1 T is accompanied by approximate
threefold increase oft0, while further increase ofB does not
affect the valuet0.

-

is

FIG. 5. Degree of linear polarization,r l , at different anglesa
between the magnetic field direction andz axis of the sample. The
angle is indicated close each curve. The dashed lines are the fitr l

by the envelope functionsy56y0 exp(2t/tl) with the indicated
values of decay timet l .

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the oscillation frequency of
circularly copolarized PL under the right- (v11) and left- (v22)
circularly polarized excitation. Solid lines are the theoretical fits
described in Sec. III B.
7-4
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FINE STRUCTURE AND SPIN DYNAMICS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 035317
In the transverse and tilted magnetic field, time dep
dence ofrs consists of a smooth component and an oscil
ing one @see Fig. 4~b!#. Decay time of the smooth compo
nent, t0, is found to be independent of the transver
component of the magnetic fieldBx , but strongly sensitive to
the longitudinal fieldBz . Appearance of even small longitu
dinal component upon deviation of the magnetic field fro
the transverse direction is accompanied by an essentia
crease of the decay timet0. The experiments performed i
the tilted magnetic field have shown that the dependenc
t0 on the tilt anglea is totally determined by variation
of Bz .

The second relaxation process is the decay of the osc
tions observed in the degree of linear polarization,r l ~see
Fig. 3!. We studied dependence of dynamics ofr l on the
magnetic fieldB. The transverse componentBx , as men-
tioned above, does not affect the dynamics ofr l . For this
reason we varied the longitudinal componentBz by two
ways: either by changing the value of the longitudinal ma
netic field~keepinga50°) or by changing the tilt anglea at
a fixed value ofB. Variations of ther l dynamics with the
anglea presented in Fig. 5 shows that a decrease ofa and,
hence, an increase ofBz is accompanied by essential sho
ening of the decay time of the oscillations.

Finally, the third relaxation process is the decay of t
oscillations of the circularly polarized PLI beatsobserved in
the transverse@see Fig. 4~b!# and tilted magnetic fields. I
was found that the oscillation decay time is essentially in
pendent either of the strength or of the tilt angle of the m
netic field and equalsts5(50610) ps.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

To identify adequately the relaxation processes, whose
rameters were discussed in the previous section, one h
know exactly which particular states are involved into t
observed optical transitions. For this reason, we start w
ld

s
s
ti
o

n
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analysis of behavior of the fine-structure sublevels in m
netic field.

A. Fine structure of the excitonic states

Fine structure of the HH exciton is formed by four bas
states,u61& and u62&, corresponding to projections of th
total angular momentum on the quantization axisJz5Jhz
2Se561 andJz5Jhz1Se562 whereJhz is the projection
of the hole angular momentum andSe is the electron spin. To
analyze the fine structure, we will use the effective Ham
tonianH5Hexc1HZeemangiven in Ref. 12. The Hamiltonian
accounts for the exchange interaction between the elec
and hole

Hexc5 (
i 5x,y,z

~aiJh,iSe,i1biJh,i
3 Se,i ! ~2!

and Zeeman splitting in the magnetic fieldB

HZeeman5mB (
i 5x,y,z

S ge,iSe,i2
gh,i

3
Jh,i DBi , ~3!

whereai andbi are the constants of the exchange interact
andge,i andgh,i are the electron and holeg factors, respec-
tively.

Using the basis functionsu11&, u21&, u12&, andu22&,
the spin-Hamiltonian can be represented as a 434 matrix
with its elements containing the electron-hole exchange
teraction energies and Zeeman energies of the levels.
Hamiltonian can be essentially simplified if we take in
account a strong anisotropy of the holeg factor12 and a small
anisotropy of the electrong factor,13 assuminggh,x5gh,y
'0, gh,z5gh , and ge,x'ge,y'ge,z5ge . In addition, we
will neglect anisotropic component of the exchange inter
tion bearing in mind that the latter is small compared w
the energy of the isotropic exchange.14 Within these approxi-
mations, the spin-Hamiltonian matrix gains the form
H5
1

2 S d1g61mBB cosa 0 gemBB sina 0

0 d2g61mBB cosa 0 gemBB sina

gemBB sina 0 2d2g62mBB cosa 0

0 gemBB sina 0 2d1g62mBB cosa

D , ~4!
ions

rea-
etic

ac-
to
r

where g615ge1gh and g625ge2gh , d is the energy of
the isotropic exchange determined byHexc, mB is the Bohr
magneton, anda is the angle between the magnetic fie
direction andz axis.

The fairly simple form of the spin-Hamiltonian allows u
to obtain analytical expressions for the energy eigenvalueEi

of components of the fine excitonic structure in a magne
field of arbitrary orientation by solving the stationary Schr¨-
dinger equationHC i5EiC i , for the eigenfunctionsC i ex-
pressed through linear combinations of the basis functio
c

s.

The obtained equations for eigenvalues and eigenfunct
are presented in Table I.

Equations for the coefficientsci j at arbitrary orientation of
the magnetic field are rather cumbersome and, for this
son, are not given in the table. In the absence of the magn
field (B50) the quantitiesEi have only two different values
E15E25d/2 andE35E452d/2 ~see Table I!, i.e., the fine
structure of the HH exciton is split by the exchange inter
tion into two degenerate doublets with optical transition in
one of them (Jz561) being allowed and into the othe
7-5
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TABLE I. Excitonic states in a magnetic field.

i Ei C i

1 1
1
2@~ghmBB cosa!1A~d1gemBB cosa!21~gemBB sina!2# c11u11&1c13u12&

2 2
1
2@~ghmBB cosa!2A~d2gemBB cosa!21~gemBB sina!2# c22u21&1c24u22&

3 1
1
2@~ghmBB cosa!2A~d1gemBB cosa!21~gemBB sina!2# c31u11&1c33u12&

4 2
1
2@~ghmBB cosa!1A~d2gemBB cosa!21~gemBB sina!2# c42u21&1c44u22&
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(Jz562) forbidden by the selection rules in total angu
momentum.

In the longitudinal magnetic field (a50), the equations
for the energy eigenvalues acquire the form

E1,251/2@1d6mBB~gh1ge!#,

E3,451/2@2d6mBB~gh2ge!#. ~5!

It follows from Eqs.~5! that each of the doublets splits an
the splitting energiesD125E12E2 and D345E32E4, are
linearly related to the magnetic field strength. Note that
ratio of the splittings of the dark and bright doublets depe
on the electrong-factor sign, which can be either positive o
negative depending on the values of parameters of
structure.15,22

The transverse magnetic field (a590°) does not lift the
degeneracy of the doublets but changes the distance bet
them:

D135E12E35Ad21~gemBB!25D24. ~6!

It is evident that the energy gap between the dark and br
doublets is determined by geometrical sum of the excha
and Zeeman splitting. Thus, in comparatively small magn
fields, whengemBB!d, the gap between the doublets is v
tually insensitive to the field strength.

In the tilted magnetic field, the splitting of the fine stru
ture is determined by combined action of the longitudin
and transverse components of the field. As was pointed
above, in the relatively small magnetic fields, wh
gemBB/d!1, the transverse component virtually does n
affect the energy of the state. In this case, the equations
the eigenvaluesEi will practically coincide with Eqs.~5! if
we use the value of the longitudinal componentBz
5B cosa as the field strength.

B. Quantum beats

The analysis performed above allows us to make c
specific features of dynamics of the polarized PL in magn
field. We discuss the PL dynamics for different orientatio
of the magnetic field separately.

1. Longitudinal magnetic field

In the longitudinal magnetic field (B5Bz), the Hamil-
tonian remains diagonal and the basis functions are
mixed. The magnetic field splits the bright doublet (Jz5
61) into two states. Transitions from these states corresp
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to the right and left circularly polarized oscillators. The o
tically inactive ~dark! doublet is split into the statesu12&
and u22& with transitions into them remaining forbidden.

Circularly polarized light excites only one component
the bright doublet, while the linearly polarized light excite
both components creating a coherent superposition of
right- and left-polarized oscillators. Total emission of su
oscillators, which are split by the energyD12 ~see Sec. III A!,
can be represented as a linearly polarized emission with
polarization plane rotating with the frequencyv l5D12/\.
This rotation is revealed experimentally as antiphase osc
tions ~quantum beats! of the PL intensity in two orthogona
linear polarizations. The dynamics of the linearly polariz
PL in the longitudinal magnetic field observed experime
tally ~see Fig. 3! perfectly correlates with the above mode

By measuring the beat frequencyv l one can directly de-
termine the value of the Zeeman splitting of the optica
active doubletD12. As was shown experimentally, the spli
ting is a linear function of the magnetic field strength. Th
makes it possible to determine theg factor of the optically
active excitonic stateg615(gh1ge)5D12/mBB521.13
60.05. We considerg61 to be negative according to th
negative value ofgh ~Ref. 12! and also taking into accoun
that ugeu,ughu.7

2. Transverse magnetic field

Transverse magnetic field does not lift degeneracy of
bright states. Therefore, in this case, no quantum beats
those detected in longitudinal magnetic field can be
served. At the same time, the transverse field mixes
bright and dark states that partially allows optical transitio
into the dark doublet. Appearance of the transitions from
optically inactive states in the transverse magnetic field w
observed experimentally in the PL spectra of single quan
dots in Ref. 16.

As follows from the equations listed in Table I, the tran
verse magnetic field mixes the stateu11& with the stateu12&
and u21& with u22&. As a result, the right circularly polar
ized (s1) light simultaneously excites not only the sta
u11&, but also the stateu12&, spaced from the former by th
energyD13. This should give rise to quantum beats revea
in the copolarized PL intensity (s1s1) at a frequency of
v5D13/\. It is exactly what we observe experimentally~see
Fig. 4!.

Under the left circularly polarized excitation (s2), quan-
tum beats arise on transitions from the statesu21& and u22&
and are observed in thes2s2 co-polarized PL. Since the
7-6
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splittings D13 and D24 are the same in the transverse ma
netic field @see Eqs.~6!#, the beat frequencies in thes1s1

ands2s2 polarizations are equal too.
Dipole moments of the transitions from the dark states

controlled by the coefficientscik ~see Table I!. In small mag-
netic field,cik are proportional to the transverse compon
of the magnetic field. In this case, the beat amplitude, wh
is proportional to the dipole moment squared of the
transitions17 should quadratically depend on the strength
the transverse magnetic field. This conclusion also w
agrees with the experimental data discussed above@see inset
in Fig. 4~b!#.

The cross-polarized PL arises only after energy relaxa
of the spin states that destroys the coherence created b
light and thus inhibits appearance of the quantum beats.
explains behavior of the cross-polarized PL kinetics sho
in Fig. 4~a!.

Analysis of dependence of the oscillation frequency
the transverse magnetic field makes it possible, in princi
to determine the value of the electrong factor using Eqs.~6!.
As has been shown experimentally, however, the beat
quency remains virtually the same up to the field ofB
55 T. In conformity with the conclusions made in the pr
vious section, it means that the electron Zeeman splittin
much smaller in these magnetic fields than the exchange
ergy gemBB!d, i.e., the electrong factor is too small to be
measured in this experiment.

3. Tilted magnetic field

In the tilted magnetic field, the polarized PL dynamics
affected both by the longitudinal and transverse compon
of the magnetic field but the roles of these components
essentially different. The transverse component mixes
bright and dark excitonic states but virtually does not aff
their energy structure. The longitudinal component, on
contrary, totally controls the values of the Zeeman splittin
and does not affect the mixing of the states. Based on th
is not difficult to analyze the results obtained in the tilt
magnetic fields.

Dynamics of the linearly polarized PL is controlle
mainly by quantum beats between the bright doublet com
nents since transitions from these components are the s
gest. The beat frequency is determined in this case by lo
tudinal component of the magnetic fieldBz5B cosa. This
conclusion well agrees with the experimental data prese
in Sec. II C and allows us to determine the value of t
exciton g factor g61 with high accuracy by measuring th
beat frequency in dependence on the tilt anglea at a fixed
strength of the magnetic field. The valueg61 given above is
obtained with allowance for these data.

A specific feature of the beats in the circularly polariz
PL is that their amplitude is given by transverse compon
of the magnetic field while their frequency depends on
longitudinal component. Using equations listed in Table
one can notice that the energy differenceE12E3 should de-
crease with increasing longitudinal component, while the d
ferenceE22E4 should grow. In accordance with this beha
ior, the beat frequencies in thes1s1 and s2s2

polarizations should differ in the tilted magnetic field. Th
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conclusion well correlates with the experimental data sho
in Fig. 6. As seen, the beat frequencies in thes1s1 and
s2s2 polarizations are noticeably different, with the diffe
ence being higher for smaller tilt angles, i.e., for larger lo
gitudinal components of the magnetic fields.

Theoretical fit of the experimental data presented in Fig
by the formulas from Table I allows us to determine t
values of the exchange splitting,d50.10660.01 meV, and
electron g factor ge50.1260.01. Zeeman splitting in the
magnetic fieldB55 T corresponding to the found value o
ge approximately equals 0.03 meV. This splitting is rea
essentially smaller than the exchange splitting. Thus,
above approximationgemBB!d can be considered to b
well justified.

In our experiments, we did not determine sign of the el
tron g factor. Based on the data presented in Ref. 13,
suppose thatge is positive. Using these data, one can find t
hole g factor gh5g612ge521.2560.06.

4. Fine structure

The analysis of the quantum beats performed above
allowed us to construct the whole picture of the Zeem
splitting in the structure under study shown in Fig. 7. T
splitting of the optically active doublet in the magnetic fie
was obtained based on the experimental beat frequenciev l
in linear polarizations using the formulaE1,251/2(d6\v l).
To plot splitting of the dark doublet we used the beat f
quencies in circular polarizationsv11 and v22 shown in
Fig. 6. The energies of the doublet components were de
mined using the formulasE35E12\v11 and E45E2
2\v22. Theoretical curves in Fig. 7 are fittings of the e
perimental data using the formulas listed in Table I. T
energy diagram of the fine-structure level splitting thus o
tained is used in the next section to analyze the relaxa
processes.

C. Spin dynamics

Relaxation processes in spin subsystems can be div
into two groups. The first one includes the processes of

FIG. 7. Zeeman splitting of the bright and dark exciton doubl
in a longitudinal magnetic field. The results of processing the
perimental data using the procedure described in the text are sh
by symbols. Solid lines are the results of calculation by the form
las given in Table I with the values of the parametersge50.12,
gh521.25, andd50.106 meV.
7-7
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I. YA. GERLOVIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 035317
ergy relaxation accompanied by changes of the spin subl
populations. Dynamic characteristic of these processes is
lifetime T1. The second group includes phase relaxation p
cesses, which conserve populations of spin states but de
their coherence. This processes are characterized by
dephasing timeT2. In this subsection, we separately discu
each of these processes.

1. Energy relaxation of spins

In the absence of the magnetic field, depolarization
namics of the excitonic emission is controlled by two pr
cesses: by relaxation into nonradiative statesJz562 and by
relaxation between the optically active sublevelsJz561.
Analysis of the rate equations performed in Ref. 18 sho
that the first process should lead to a pronounced none
nentiality of the total~in both polarizations! PL intensity. In
our case, however, the resonant PL decay can be well
proximated by a single-exponential function within the tim
interval 0–300 ps.19 Therefore, we can conclude that the pr
cess of relaxation into the nonradiative states is inefficie
This conclusion agrees well with the data of Ref. 20, wh
an efficient relaxation into the dark states was observed o
under certain conditions: under interband excitation or a
sufficiently high exciton concentration.

In the absence of relaxation into the dark states, the o
process that can cause depolarization of the excitonic P
the relaxation inside the optically active doublet. The b
conditions for studying this process are realized when
bright states are split and can be distinguished by choo
properly polarization characteristics of the exciting ligh
From this point of view, the simplest are the experiments
a longitudinal magnetic field which splits the optically acti
doublet into two sublevels (E1 and E2 in Fig. 7! leaving
transitions into the dark states forbidden.

Circularly polarized light excites only one state of th
doublet, and observation of the PL in the cross-polariz
light is possible only after energy relaxation of the excit
spin states. It is this relaxation time,T1, that should deter-
mine the experimental decay rate of the degree of circ
polarization of the PL in the longitudinal magnetic field, i.e
t0

215T1
21. Figure 8 shows dependence of the relaxation r

t0
21 on longitudinal component of the magnetic field. As se

from the figure, the relaxation rate virtually does not depe
on magnetic field atB.1 T and equals the valuet0

21'1
31010 s21. According to the aforesaid, this value should
ascribed to the energy relaxation rate between subleve
the optically active exciton state split by the magnetic fie

The mechanism of energy relaxation of the exciton s
states calls for further investigation. The fact that the rel
ation ratet0

21 is independent of magnetic field forB5(12
25) T does not allow us to attribute this value to the proc
of direct spin-phonon relaxation whose probability shou
essentially increase with increasing Zeeman splitting. M
likely, the energy relaxation is related either to the Ram
spin-phonon process or to interaction with impurity sp
discussed in Ref. 21.
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2. Phase relaxation of spins in longitudinal magnetic field

The linearly polarized light, in contrast to the circular
polarized, excites a coherent superposition of both bri
doublet states. As discussed above~see Sec. III B!, this gives
rise to quantum beats in the polarized PL. The decay of
beats is related to destruction of the coherence, with the
cay constant given by equation

t l
215~2T1!211T2

21 , ~7!

whereT2 is the dephasing time of the exciton spin states18

Dependence of the beat decay ratet l
21 on the field strength,

measured experimentally, is shown in Fig. 8. It is seen t
the field dependencies of the quantitiest0

21 and t l
21 drasti-

cally differ. In the magnetic fieldB.1 T, decay ratet0
21

remains virtually constant whereas the beat decay ratet l
21

rapidly grows with the field and exceedst0
21 approximately

by a factor of 5 atB55 T. Therefore, we can conclude th
the relationT2

21@T1
21 is fulfilled in high magnetic field, i.e.,

the main mechanism of the coherence decay is the ph
rather than the energy, relaxation of the exciton spin stat

This result disagrees with conclusions of Ref. 7, whe
the beats between Zeeman components of the excitonic
in a similar structure, were observed in dynamics of the
duced birefringence. The authors of Ref. 7 argue that the
decay is caused by the energy relaxation of angular mom
tum. The growth in the decay rate with increasing magne
field, similar to that shown in Fig. 8, is interpreted by the
as a result of growing probability of spin-phonon relaxati
between Zeeman sublevels. The direct measurements o
energy relaxation rate in a magnetic field, performed in
present paper, rule out this interpretation and allow us

FIG. 8. Dependence of the relaxation characteristics of the
larized PL on the longitudinal field strength. Circles represent
relaxation rate for the degree of circular polarizationt0

21 and tri-
angles represent the decay rate of the beats in linear polariza
t l

21 . Solid lines~Gaussian over the circles and linear depende
over the triangles! are guides to the eye.
7-8
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make a conclusion about predominant role of dephasin
decay of the quantum beats between Zeeman sublevels

Using the obtained data, we can make certain conclus
about nature of this phase relaxation process. At low te
peratures and low excitation densities, the irreversi
dephasing of the exciton spin states seems to be ineffic
Most likely, the dephasing is reversible, namely, it is rela
to a spread of the oscillation frequenciesv l in the inhomo-
geneous excitonic ensemble. The almost linear depend
of t l

21 on the field strength~see Fig. 8! counts in favor of the
fact that the main reason for this spread is a local variation
the excitong factor (g61) giving rise to a spread of the
relevant Zeeman splittings as schematically shown in Fig
The spread of the splittings evaluated from the decay
corresponds to 10% spread of the value ofg61.

3. Phase relaxation of spins in transverse magnetic field

The transverse field, unlike the longitudinal one, does
split the optically active doublet and does not affect the
cay rate of the circularly polarized PL. At the same time,
experiments in the transverse field has allowed us to de
mine one more relaxation constant—the decay rate of os
lations in the circularly polarized PL (ts

21). The experimen-
tal results have shown that this value ists

215(260.3)
31010 s21 and virtually does not depend on the fie
strength. Since the nature of the oscillations is connec
with quantum beats between the bright and dark excito
states, their decay is caused by destruction of coherenc
these states due to processes of energy and phase relax
It was already mentioned before, that the energy relaxa
between the statesJz51 andJz52 is inefficient. Therefore,
we should assume that the main reason for decay of
oscillations is dephasing. As in the case of longitudinal fie
the dephasing is most probably to be reversible, but now
caused by random spread of the exchange interaction e
gies, governing the splitting between the statesJz51 and
Jz52. The measured value of the decay rate correspond
an energy spread of about 20meV, i.e., of about 20% of the
exchange energy.

4. Specific features of spin relaxation in small magnetic field

Special attention should be given to the significant
crease of the relaxation ratet0

21 in the field below 1 T~see
Fig. 8!. In opinion of the authors of Ref. 7, where a simil
effect was observed, this can be caused by an increase o

FIG. 9. A scheme of the inhomogeneous splitting of t
‘‘bright’’ excitonic doublet in the longitudinal magnetic field.
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energy relaxation rate in small fields due to overlap of Z
man sublevels, broadened by the exciton radiative decay.
authors, however, do not specify what particular physi
process related to the broadening can lead to the increas
the relaxation rate.

We suppose that the increase oft0
21 in small magnetic

field should be attributed to a small in-plane anisotropy
the electron-hole exchange interaction in the system un
study. Such an anisotropy should cause splitting of
optically-active doublet into two states, each of them bein
linear combination of the statesJz511 andJz521. Polar-
ization characteristics of such states correspond to two
thogonal linear oscillators lying in the plane of the layers22

The quantum beats related to the anisotropic splitting h
really been observed in the type II GaAs/AlAs superlattice3

Since the main reason for the anisotropy is nonuniformity
interfaces, both the value of the splitting and orientation
the oscillators in the plane of the layers are of random nat
A spread of the anisotropic exchange splittings is schem
cally shown on the left side of Fig. 9. The circularly pola
ized excitation creates a coherent superposition of the s
excitonic states, which decays via the reversible depha
resulted from the spread of the splittings.23

This assumption is confirmed, first of all, by the noted
Sec. II B Gaussian shape of the decay curve of the degre
circular polarization of the PL in the absence of magne
field @see Fig. 2~b!#. It is exactly this shape that should b
displayed by the decay in the case of reversible dephas
The value of the depolarization ratet215(360.5)
31010 s21 given in Sec. II B corresponds to the mean val
of the spread of the anisotropic splittings about 30meV
which is comparable with the experimentally measured v
ues of the splittings in the type-II superlattices.3

This model also explains the effect of a longitudinal ma
netic field on the decay dynamics. Zeeman splitting of
statesJz511 andJz521 suppresses the anisotropic spl
tings and, thus, reduces the reversible dephasing rate.
result, the only mechanism of circular polarization decay
maining in high magnetic fields is related to the energy s
relaxation. In these conditions, kinetics of the decay sho
become pure exponential, which is observed experiment
@see Fig. 3~b!#.

As is seen from Fig. 8, to noticeably reduce the dec
rate, it is enough to apply a longitudinal magnetic field
about 0.5 T. Such a field splits the optically active doublet
30 meV, i.e., by the value equal to the estimated abo
spread of the exchange interactions in the absence of m
netic field. This also supports the proposed model.

IV. CONCLUSION

The main experimental result of this paper is conside
to be separate determination of the energy and phase re
ation times of exciton spin states in the GaAs/AlGaAs sup
lattice. This result was obtained based on combined anal
of the quantum beat dynamics and decay of the degre
circular polarization of the resonant PL in a longitudin
magnetic field. We have found that the energy relaxat
time ~the time of a real flip! of the exciton spin virtually does
7-9
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not depend on the field strength and makes up, in the st
ture under study, 100 ps, which is close to the hole s
relaxation time in similar structures.2 The dephasing rate in
magnetic field appears to be much higher, with the relaxa
being reversible and related to inhomogeneous spread
Zeeman splittings.

By this work, we have demonstrated efficiency of t
real-time polarization and kinetic experiments for studyi
spin dynamics of quasi-two-dimensional semiconductor h
erostructures. It became clear that to obtain reliable inform
tion about spin relaxation processes one has to use the w
amount of experimental data obtained both in the linear
circular polarizations. A crucial role is played by the extern
.E
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an
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magnetic field suppressing random splittings of the excit
fine structure resulted from nonuniformity of the interface
in real samples. We came to a conclusion that it is exactly
reversible dephasing, caused by a spread of these splittin
rather than relaxation of individual exciton spin states, co
trols polarization dynamics in most experiments carried o
in the absence of magnetic field.3–7
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